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Karmegam is a Tamil movie star Cast: Mammooti, â€‹â€‹Abhirami, Vadivelu, Radha Ravi, Vinu ChakravartiMusic: Vidyasagar Directed by: SP. A young aspiring director with the prospect of making a name for himself and making his mark is directing his first film, the crime drama Callie, in which all the roles are played by young actresses, usually glib-
tongued. But what is special about this picture, apart from the artists? The main thing is that it has a super-filling, touches on a number of topical and burning topics. Three priests, who are the first to meet a fallen woman in India, have disliked her for some reason and are trying to prevent her connection with a young and beautiful guy who will become a
victim of her deceit and revenge in the future. The youngest of them, Abhinavagupta, performed by Mammutu, is a young singer and handsome man, whom the fallen woman claims through the young guy. Circumstances, it would seem, are against them, but they really want and want to sincerely love, and forgive, and wait for this love. This is the kind of
music... By the way, and if you do not take into account 4 nominations, then in the filmography of this young director there are only 2 full-length films. Horrible / Arts & Culture / Art Diary / Special Project Terrifying / Arts and culture / Art diary / Superproject Professor Hans Freier, an anatomy teacher, is doing what he loves and dreams of opening an

exhibition with the sole purpose of proving to everyone that when studying the human body, something more terrible can be done than elementary greed and jealousy. But, unfortunately, that's exactly what he does - and brings his daughter to the exhibition. And in order to prevent another international scandal, the professor gives her not just his
instrument, but a miracle kit that reveals all the secrets of the human body. That's just its main "highlight" is ... mezcal. An unexpected denouement will make the audience forget about everything in the world, and the actors who played in the film will look like exhibits come to life. "Super Interactive Show: Osho in the Dark" is a collection of interviews,

memoirs and speeches by Osho, which he recited in different cities of the world
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